Fatigue and the Intensity of Behavioral Restraint – Considering Significance for Health and Self-Control

Abstract: We describe an emerging analysis of fatigue influence on behavioral restraint and consider its potential significance for two central concerns of contemporary restraint investigators: (1) adverse health effects of restraint, and (2) fatigue influence on self-control. Regarding health, the analysis provides a conceptual framework for anticipating restraint intensity and therefore possible risk. It also draws attention to a pathological pathway through which restraint could generate some adverse health outcomes. Regarding self-control, the analysis conveys a perspective that could markedly improve our prediction of relevant outcomes and has focused significance for crises that have been identified in relation to the influential limited resource analysis of self-control developed by Baumeister and colleagues. Crisis concerns have led some to conclude that the limited resource analysis should be discarded. The present behavioral restraint analysis goes against this grain, suggesting that the limited resource analysis might wisely be retained and afforded the chance to mature – among other things, incorporating elaborated effort components.
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This article describes an emerging conceptual analysis of fatigue influence on the intensity of behavioral restraint that is guiding current research in our laboratory (Wright & Agtarap, 2015). The emerging analysis defines behavioral restraint as active resistance against a behavioral urge or impulse and derives from a general analysis of fatigue influence that has been guiding research in our laboratory for over fifteen years now (Wright, 2014; Wright & Stewart, 2012). It can appropriately be characterized as an extension of the original – general – fatigue formulation.

Because the general fatigue analysis is foundational, we begin by describing it and presenting a sampling of relevant empirical evidence. We then (1) describe the behavioral restraint extension, (2) discuss evidence relevant to it, and (3) consider the extension’s potential significance for two central concerns of contemporary restraint investigators. One concern is adverse health effects of restraint (Pennebaker, 1995; Pennebaker, Kiecolt-Glaser, & Glaser, 1988; Polivy, 1998). The other is fatigue influence on self-control (Clarkson, Otto, Hassey, & Hirt, 2016; Hofmann, Friese, & Strack, 2009).

In considering the potential significance of the behavioral restraint extension for fatigue influence on self-control, we focus on how the extension could help resolve recent “crises” that have been identified in relation to another restraint analysis – the highly influential limited resource analysis of self-control by Baumeister and colleagues (Baumeister & Heatherington, 1996; Muraven & Baumeister, 2000). Crisis concerns have led some investigators to conclude that it is time to discard the limited resource analysis. The present behavioral restraint analysis goes against this grain, suggesting that the analysis might wisely be retained and afforded the chance to mature – among other things, incorporating elaborated effort components.
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General Fatigue Analysis

Our general fatigue analysis begins with a well-worn and well-supported hypothesis in cardiovascular psychophysiology. The hypothesis is that certain cardiovascular responses – specifically those linked to beta-adrenergic sympathetic nervous system stimulation of the heart – vary with effort, or “active coping” (Obrist, 1976, 1981). More intense effort (active coping) is expected to generate stronger beta-adrenergically mediated cardiovascular responses. In using the expression “cardiovascular responses”, we refer to cardiovascular adjustments relative to resting states. These adjustments function to coordinate tissue blood flow with tissue need. Tissue need accelerates as the difficulty of imminent or ongoing activity increases, with different classes of behavior calling for different blood flow distributions. Regarding the latter, for example, a behavior like running calls for extensive flow distribution in large muscle groups, whereas a behavior like memorizing does not. In using the expression “generate” we imply a causal influence, with greater effort producing greater beta-adrenergic sympathetic nervous system activation.

The general fatigue analysis continues by adapting the idea from motivation intensity theory (Brehm & Self, 1989; Brehm, Wright, Solomon, Silka, & Greenberg, 1983; Wright & Brehm, 1989) that effort should be determined directly (proximally) by the difficulty of meeting an immediate performance challenge. In theory, effort should correspond to challenge difficulty as long as success is perceived as possible and worthwhile, considering driving motives – that is, reasons to perform (Wright, 2016). If success is perceived to be impossible or too difficult considering its importance, effort should be low. In context of this reasoning, success importance is understood to determine effort indirectly (distally) by setting the upper bound of what performers will be willing to do to succeed.

A third component of our general fatigue reasoning concerns fatigue influence on ability and therefore appraisals of task difficulty. We assume (1) that fatigued performers are less capable in the relevant performance realm than are rested performers (Ackerman, 2011; Fairclough & Graham, 1999; Hockey, 1997), and (2) that less capable performers should appraise relevant performance challenges as more difficult than should more capable performers (Wright, 1996, 1998; Wright & Kirby, 2001).

In relation to the above, multiple points are of note. First, our fatigue reasoning construes fatigue as involving temporary depletion of performance resources within a bodily system. It does not delineate biological bases, but assumes that they exist, e.g., in association with oxygen supply and waste accumulation in relevant tissues (Newsholme, Blomstrand, & Ekblom, 1992). Second, the reasoning assumes that fatigue varies in degree, depending on the extent to which there is performance resource depletion. Third, the reasoning assumes that fatigue reduces objective performance capacity, e.g., muscular strength – not just capacity perception. Fourth, the reasoning assumes that fatigue influences can be localized to a particular performance system or expansive, involving multiple systems. Fifth, the reasoning assumes that fatigue influences can be fleeting or enduring. It is reasonable to suppose that fleeting influences are procured through curtailment of immediately available resources, whereas enduring influences are procured through curtailment of stored resources available for conversion and transfer. Sixth, the reasoning assumes that fatigue can, but will not necessarily, be consciously identified (Schachter & Singer, 1962). Thus, for example, people might sometimes feel physically lethargic without linking those feelings to the fatigue concept (Mlynski, Wright, Agtarap, & Rojas, 2017).

Implications and Evidence

Figure 1 displays a model of effort deployment that follows from the general fatigue analysis, with associated cardiovascular responses following (for related models, see also Kukla, 1972; Meyer, 1987). The model includes both fatigued- and rested performers and highlights four key implications that have at this point been discussed in multiple publications.

Figure 1. Effort deployment as a function of fatigue, difficulty, and success importance

(adapted from Figure 1 in Wright & Franklin, 2004)

1. Fatigued performers should exert more effort and have stronger associated cardiovascular responses than rested performers so long as they view success as both possible and worthwhile (Section A).
2. Fatigued performers should withhold effort at lower objective task difficulty levels than rested performers. Fatigued performers should do so because they should conclude more readily (at lower difficulty levels) that success is either excessively difficult (given success importance) or impossible. At difficulty levels where (a) rested performers view success as possible and worthwhile, and (b) fatigued performers do not, effort and associated cardiovascular responses should be greater for the rested group (Section B).
3. If a task is (objectively) difficult enough, even rested performers should withhold effort. This means that fatigue should be unrelated to effort and associated cardiovascular responses if requirements to meet a performance challenge exceed the upper bound of what both rested- and fatigued performers can or will do. Specifically, effort and associated cardiovascular responses should be low for both performer groups (Section C).

4. As long as both fatigued- and rested performers view success as possible, success importance should moderate the relation between fatigue status, on the one hand, and effort and associated cardiovascular responses, on the other. Possible relations are as follows: (a) If importance is high enough to justify effort requirements for both performer groups, effort and associated cardiovascular responses should be greater for those who are fatigued; (b) If importance is high enough to justify effort requirements for the rested group, but not for the fatigued group, effort and associated cardiovascular responses should be greater for those who are rested; (c) If importance is so low that it does not justify effort requirements for either performer group, then effort and associated cardiovascular responses should be low for those who are rested as well as for those who are fatigued.

The preceding implications have received compelling empirical support in cardiovascular response studies that have evaluated fatigue influence under different performance conditions (for recent literature reviews, see Gendolla, Wright, & Richter, 2012; Richter, Gendolla, & Wright, 2016; Wright, 2014; Wright & Stewart, 2012). Consider for example an experiment that (1) first required participants to perform an easy- (low fatigue) or difficult (high fatigue) counting task, and then (2) presented mental arithmetic problems with instructions that they could earn a modest prize by attaining a low- (30th percentile) or high fatigue) version of a paced scanning task (Brickenkamp et al., 2013). The study manipulated mental fatigue by first requiring participants to walk on a treadmill for 10 minutes while wearing a vest fitted with either 5- (low fatigue) or 25 (high fatigue) pounds of weight. After the 10 minutes, participants transferred to a stationary bicycle and pedaled for an additional 10 minutes with instructions that they would receive a modest prize if they maintained an easy cycling speed (40 rpm) or a difficult cycling speed (60 rpm). Once again, analysis of systolic blood pressure responses assessed during work indicated an interactional pattern, in this case with heart rate responses following in close order. Whereas responses were greater for high fatigue participants when difficulty was low, they were greater for low fatigue participants when difficulty was high.

Addressing the fourth implication above, consider an experiment that included a manipulation of success importance (Stewart, Wright, Hui, & Simmons, 2009; see also Wright, Patrick, Thomas, & Barreto, 2013). The study manipulated mental fatigue by first requiring participants to perform a simple- (low fatigue) or demanding (high fatigue) version of a paced scanning task (Brickenkamp, 1981). Once fatigue groups were formed, the study presented mental arithmetic problems with instructions that participants would earn a high (98%) or low (2%) chance of winning a modest prize if they did as well as or better than 50% of those who had performed previously. Investigators assumed that extra effort requirements associated with fatigue would be justified when the chance of winning (i.e., success importance) was high, but not low. Consequently, they anticipated that fatigue would augment effort and associated cardiovascular responses under high, but not low, chance conditions. Systolic blood pressure responses during the math performance period supported expectations, with diastolic blood pressure and mean arterial pressure responses following. Responses rose with fatigue where the chance was high and tended weakly (non-reliably) to decline with fatigue where the chance was low.

**Extension to Behavioral Restraint**

Extension of the general fatigue analysis to behavioral restraint – that is, active resistance against a behavioral urge or impulse – assumes that restraint involves expending oneself to meet a performance challenge and that one can...
restrain in different measures. People resisting an urge have a task to accomplish and can apply themselves more or less intensively to it (Higgins, 2006; Kahneman, 1973). Following these assumptions and the general fatigue analysis logic, it stands to reason that three factors should play roles in determining restraint intensity and associated cardiovascular responses. The three factors are: (1) the magnitude of the behavioral urge being resisted, (2) the value or importance placed on restraint success, and (3) the level of fatigue.

Urge magnitude should play a role in determining restraint intensity and associated cardiovascular responses because it sets the objective difficulty of a behavioral restraint challenge. Strong urges are harder to resist than weak urges. The value placed on restraint success should play a role in determining these outcomes because it determines how powerfully people are willing to resist, that is, the upper bound of what they are willing to do to achieve success. When importance is high enough to justify requirements of a restraint challenge that is perceived to be possible, effort and associated cardiovascular responses should be proportional to urge magnitude – the difficulty of the challenge. When importance is not high enough to justify the requirements, effort and associated cardiovascular responses should be low. Fatigue should play a role in determining the outcomes because it should determine restraint capacity and consequently restraint difficulty appraisals at different urge levels.

The resulting model of fatigue influence on restraint intensity can be visualized by viewing Figure 1 (1) relabeling the difficulty axis as “Urge Magnitude”, (2) relabeling the effort axis as “Restraint Intensity”, and (3) construing success importance in terms of the importance of restraint success. A large-scale indication is that fatigue should not have a single influence on restraint intensity and cardiovascular responses following from it. Rather, fatigue should have a multifaceted influence that is dependent on the magnitude of the urge experienced and the importance of resisting it. Focused implications include:

1. Fatigued performers should evince stronger restraint intensity and associated cardiovascular responses so long as they view success as possible and worthwhile.
2. Fatigued performers should refrain from restraining (i.e., give in) at a lower level of urge magnitude than should rested performers. At urge magnitude levels where rested performers see success as possible and worthwhile and fatigued performers do not, restraint intensity and associated cardiovascular responses should be greater for the rested group.
3. If the magnitude of an urge is great enough, even rested performers should refrain from restraining. When this holds true, fatigue should bear no relation to restraint intensity and associated cardiovascular responses. Both rested and fatigued performers should give in.
4. As long as both rested- and fatigued performers view restraint success as possible, success importance should moderate the relation between fatigue, on the one hand, and restraint intensity and associated cardiovascular responses, on the other.

**Evidence for the Extension**

Whereas empirical indications pertaining to the general fatigue analysis are abundant and collectively persuasive, those pertaining to the behavioral restraint extension are limited and more suggestive than definitive. The most telling evidence is from an experiment that tested an interactional extension implication that is peripheral to fatigue (Agtarap, Wright, Mlynski, Hammad, & Blackledge, 2016). Specifically, the experiment tested the implication that restraint success importance should combine with urge magnitude to determine restraint intensity, with associated cardiovascular responses following. If importance is high enough to justify the effort required to restrain, restraint intensity should correspond to urge magnitude. If importance is not high enough to justify the effort required to restrain, restraint intensity should be low.

The experiment tested the interactional implication in context of a protocol that directed participants to inhibit responses to a video that was more or less emotionally evocative (e.g., Gross, 1998). Participants were presented a mildly- or strongly evocative violent film clip and asked to refrain from showing any facial response, operating under conditions designed to make success more or less important. Investigators expected that beta-adrenergic influence would be proportional to the evocativeness of the film clip (i.e., urge magnitude) when importance was high, but low regardless of clip evocativeness when importance was low. Findings for systolic blood pressure were supportive. A special 3 versus 1 contrast on change scores was significant, with means in the expected order. A test of the residual sum of squares did not approach significance, indicating that the contrast accounted for all reliable variance.

Results from the preceding experiment support the broad structure of the behavioral restraint extension. They also extend findings from other relevant cardiovascular investigations that support the extension suggestions that (1) active restraint should increase cardiovascular responsiveness, and (2) cardiovascular responses should sometimes be stronger under high- as compared to low urge magnitude conditions (Davidson, 1993; Gross, 1998; Gross & Levenson, 1993, 1997). However, neither they nor the results of the other cardiovascular investigations address the critical role of fatigue.

Moving beyond cardiovascular responses, secondary evidence for the behavioral restraint extension comes from a set of experiments that evaluated fatigue influence on self-control under conditions where restraint should have been more or less important (Kelly, Crawford, Gowen, Richardson, & Sünram-Lea, 2017; Muraven & Slessareva, 2003). As we will discuss further shortly, data from these experiments are relevant if one assumes that self-control outcomes associated with fatigue should depend heavily on whether fatigued restrainers (1) augment, or...
constitutes a highly elaborated conceptual framework that highlights the need for conceptual frameworks that allow (e.g., Polivy, 1998). Suspicions along these lines have been identified in relation to the influential limited focus on how the extension might help resolve crises that significance relating to fatigue influence on self-control, we add that high importance participants augmented their restraint in the face of their fatigue, whereas low importance participants withheld their restraint in the face of this fatigue.

**Potential Significance**

Clearly, there is much empirical work yet to do in relation to our general fatigue analysis extension to behavioral restraint. Evidence exists, but it is limited and more suggestive than definitive. Nonetheless, it is not too early to consider the extension’s potential significance. In the sections below, we consider significance relating to two central concerns of contemporary behavioral restraint investigators: (1) adverse health effects of restraint, and (2) fatigue influence on self-control. In discussing significance relating to fatigue influence on self-control, we focus on how the extension might help resolve crises that have been identified in relation to the influential limited resource analysis of self-control developed by Baumeister and colleagues (e.g., Muraven & Baumeister, 2000).

**Health**

On the topic of health, restraint investigators have long suspected that risk for unfavorable outcomes increases the more frequently and intensively people restrain (e.g., Polivy, 1998). Suspicions along these lines have highlighted the need for conceptual frameworks that allow prediction of the presence and power of restraint – and thus, presumably, health risk. In this regard, it is noteworthy that the intensity aspect of the behavioral restraint extension constitutes a highly elaborated conceptual framework that meets this need. The framework has three notable strengths. First, it includes a role for fatigue, which has received wide attention in relation to illness within the health research community (e.g., Basu et al., 2016). Second, it construes fatigue as an ability factor. This is important because it implies that other ability factors – such as ones involving skill derived from training (Mischel, 2015) – should function in a similar fashion. Third, the framework takes into account the influence of two factors that have been largely overlooked within the behavioral restraint research community: urge magnitude and success importance. Following conventional restraint suspicions, one can think of the intensity aspect of the behavioral restraint extension as a health risk roadmap of sorts. The roadmap includes familiar and unfamiliar elements and conveys distinctive suggestions about personal qualities and circumstantial considerations that could be injurious or protective.

The cardiovascular aspect of the behavioral restraint extension has health significance because it draws attention to a pathological pathway through which restraint could generate some adverse health outcomes. The pathway follows from contemporary psychosocial health models, which assume that persistently elevated cardiovascular responses confer risk for disease endpoints associated with compromised cardiovascular function (Krantz & Manuck, 1984; Smith & Ruiz, 2002). Discussions of mechanism typically involve a three-step process. First, increased cardiovascular responsiveness promotes damage to inner walls of key arteries, including the coronary arteries. Second, arterial wall damage promotes inflammation and the emergence of fatty deposits that develop into plaques. Third, plaque development narrows arterial openings, resulting in system failures and sometimes death.

Addition of the pathological pathway immediately above to the general health risk roadmap provided by the intensity aspect of the behavioral restraint extension offers a means of refining health risk prediction. Specifically, it suggests that the risk roadmap might be most predictive of adverse outcomes intimately linked to cardiovascular dysfunction.

**Self-Control**

On the topic of self-control, a prevailing view has been that depletion of performance resources diminishes restraint capacity, with reduced self-control following. Impetus has derived heavily from the Baumeister limited resource analysis. The analysis’ well-known premise is that the inhibitory (behavioral restraint) system might function like a muscle drawing on a limited, and possibly tailored, performance resource. This suggests that short-term restraint should deplete the resource (i.e., induce regulatory fatigue) and impair inhibitory (regulatory) control. By contrast, long-term restraint should improve inhibitory (regulatory) strength and facilitate such control.

The Baumeister analysis has inspired copious research, but also met with sharp criticism, with the bulk of the criticism being focused on the analysis’ centerpiece suggestion that self-control should be diminished under
indicates that performance resource depletion (i.e., fatigue) that self-control outcomes can vary depending on whether alternative perspective on fatigue influence, assuming pertaining to replication consistency and conceptual clarity. to the identification of the crises mentioned earlier – ones -control outcomes than performance resource realities (e.g., Kelly et al., 2017). The third is evidence that performance resource perceptions can sometimes be more determinant of self-control performance (e.g., Kelly et al., 2017). The third is evidence that performance resource perceptions can sometimes be more determinant of self-control outcomes than performance resource realities (e.g., Clarkson et al., 2010). These and other concerns have led to the identification of the crises mentioned earlier – ones pertaining to replication consistency and conceptual clarity.

Our behavioral restraint extension presents an alternative perspective on fatigue influence, assuming that self-control outcomes can vary depending on whether fatigued restrainers augment or withhold their effort (Ackerman & Kanfer, 2009). Specifically, the extension indicates that performance resource depletion (i.e., fatigue) should increase the difficulty of behavioral restraint, but not necessarily yield a reduction in self-control. In theory, difficulty appraisal increases have potential for leading restrainers to either augment or withhold. If the restrainers augment, they should sometimes be able to maintain control. If they withhold, control should suffer.

The alternative perspective above is significant on its face insofar as it holds potential for improving markedly our capacity to predict self-control outcomes. Moreover, it has focused significance for the crises that have been identified in relation to the Baumeister limited resource analysis of self-control. One reason is because it addresses directly the first two main crises concerns, those pertaining to replication and performance incentive moderation. Regarding the first of these, whereas the limited resource analysis implies that fatigue should impair self-control, the present reasoning implies that it might or might not do so, depending on fatigued restrainers’ effort responses. Fatigued restrainers’ effort responses, in turn, should depend on what the restrainers believe can, will, and must be done in the restraint situation. Taking the current restraint extension perspective, one would expect inconsistencies in replication of the centerpiece limited resource analysis depletion effect as long as investigators do not take into account considerations such as the difficulty of their restraint challenge and the importance of meeting it. By this way of thinking, replication failures are not necessarily contrary to the foundational idea that performance resource depletion reduces regulatory strength. The failures could be fully legitimate outcomes following from nuanced restraint process underpinnings that heretofore have not been widely considered.

Regarding the second concern, as discussed earlier, the present reasoning implies that performance incentives should sometimes moderate fatigue influence. Performance incentives should sometimes moderate because they should help determine (1) the importance of restraining successfully, and therefore (2) the upper bound of what fatigued restrainers will be willing to do. As long as restraint is possible, incentives should be central in determining whether fatigued restrainers augment- or withhold their effort. If the fatigued restrainers augment, they should sometimes maintain regulatory control; if they withhold, control should suffer. A crucially important caveat is that incentive moderation should not be found if a restraint challenge is so great that it cannot be met. If an urge is powerful enough, resistance should be impossible and restraint intensity low irrespective of fatigue or success importance.

The alternative perspective above also has focused significance for the crises that have been identified because it suggests a means of addressing the third main crisis concern, that pertaining to resource perception. The third concern could be addressed through consideration of the role perception plays in determining behavioral restraint responses, understanding that different restraint responses (augmenting versus withholding) have potential for generating different self-control outcomes. To our knowledge, the Baumeister analysis includes no role for perception. However, the analysis could be adapted in this regard. Adaptation could follow the longstanding line of reasoning that led to the present behavioral restraint extension. This line has consistently assumed that subjective appraisals (e.g., of ability) usually, if not always, take precedence over objective realities in generating effort outcomes (Wright, 1998; Wright & Franklin, 2004). Early experiments evaluated this assumption explicitly, producing supportive results (Wright & Dill, 1993; Wright & Dismukes, 1995; Wright, Murray, Storey, & Williams, 1997; Wright, Wadley, Pharr, & Butler, 1994). If the limited resource analysis were expanded to accept a role for perception influence on restraint responses, criticism related to resource perception could be assuaged.

To recapitulate, our behavioral restraint extension presents a distinctive alternative perspective regarding performance resource depletion (fatigue) influence on self-control. The perspective suggests that fatigue should increase the difficulty of behavioral restraint, but might or might not impair control. In theory, restraint performance outcomes should depend on restrainers’ effort responses to fatigue – augmenting versus withholding. The perspective is significant on its face insofar as it holds potential for improving markedly our capacity to predict self-control outcomes. It also has focused significance for crises that have been identified in relation to the Baumeister limited resource analysis of self-control. The perspective has focused significance in part because it addresses directly two of the three main crisis concerns – those pertaining to replication and performance incentive moderation of fatigue influence. It also has significance because it suggests a means of addressing the third main crisis concern, pertaining to performance resource perception.
Summary and Parting Thoughts

We have described an emerging analysis of fatigue influence on behavioral restraint and considered its potential significance for two central concerns of contemporary restraint investigators: (1) adverse health effects of restraint, and (2) fatigue influence on self-control. Regarding health, the intensity aspect of the behavioral restraint extension constitutes an elaborated conceptual framework – or roadmap – for anticipating restraint intensity and therefore health risk. The cardiovascular aspect of the analysis draws attention to a pathological pathway through which restraint could generate some health outcomes. In doing so, it offers a means of refining health risk prediction through application of the restraint intensity roadmap. Regarding self-control, the behavioral restraint extension conveys a distinctive perspective on fatigue influence that (1) holds potential for improving markedly our capacity to predict self-control outcomes, and (2) has focused significance for crises that have been identified in relation to the influential limited resource analysis of self-control developed by Baumeister and colleagues. The perspective addresses directly two of three main crisis concerns and suggests a means of addressing the third.

In concluding, we might convey a set of parting thoughts. One pertains to our present focus on behavioral restraint extension implications for health and self-control. These implications are important, but not the only ones that could be considered. By way of example, the cardiovascular aspect of the extension implies that targeted cardiovascular assessments might be used to track behavioral restraint covertly. Covert tracking of restraint could have practical value in a variety of contexts. An obvious case in point would be research contexts. Additional cases might be educational contexts, work contexts, and clinical settings (e.g., allowing improved assessments regarding chronic fatigue).

A second, related, parting thought pertains to the proposed link between behavioral restraint and beta-adrenergic cardiovascular responsiveness. There are firm grounds for expecting this. However, the link has yet to be persuasively demonstrated and it is doubtful that beta-adrenergic cardiovascular adjustments will ever be shown to be infallible restraint markers. Cardiovascular adjustment is enormously complex and numerous complexities are not fully understood, including ones involving non-sympathetic nervous system influence. Proper interpretation of cardiovascular responses in restraint contexts will always require at least modest biological sophistication as well as appreciation of relevant autonomic and hemodynamic processes (Gendolla, 2017; Inzlicht & Marcora, 2016).

A third parting thought pertains to the specificity of fatigue influence in relation to behavioral restraint. As discussed earlier, we assume that fatigue influences have potential for being localized or expansive. This is not to say though that we favor the Baumeister suggestion that inhibitory system fatigue influence might be highly specific, with short-term restraint increasing the difficulty of resisting new impulses, but not the difficulty of achieving other purposes. To our knowledge, evidence relevant to this suggestion is mixed, at best. Further, the idea is difficult to test in light of ambiguities that have been identified regarding what does and does not constitute an inhibitory (regulatory) challenge, following the original Baumeister limited resource reasoning (Lurquin & Miyake, 2017). Experiments in our laboratory have not focused on this issue, but have occasionally crossed the regulatory-nonregulatory boundary in evaluating fatigue influence – employing challenges with weaker or stronger inhibitory components (Stewart et al., 2009; Wright, Stewart, & Barnett, 2008). To date, findings have converged in indicating non-specificity. That is, they have converged in indicating that mental fatigue has the same influence on cardiovascular response regardless of how it was induced and regardless of the inhibitory character of the follow-up mental challenge. In light of these and other findings, we believe that the original suggestion regarding the specificity of inhibitory system fatigue influence was likely misguided. However, additional studies with sharper, more definitive procedures could prove us wrong.

A final parting thought pertains to the future of the Baumeister limited resource analysis. Crisis concerns have led some investigators to conclude that it is time to discard the analysis, e.g., chalking its empirical support up to limited study designs, misguided interpretation, and a measure of publication bias. The present behavioral restraint extension goes against this grain. It suggests that the analysis might wisely be retained and afforded the chance to mature – among other things, incorporating elaborated effort components. Maturation could allow the limited resource analysis not only to survive, but to thrive, approaching more closely its productive potential.
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